Principles and detailed procedures are described for measuring la se r energy and power in terms of e lectrica l e ne rgy based on voltage, resistance , and frequency standards. The construction of a sma ll isoperibol ca lorimetcr used for th e measurements is desc ribed. The ca lorimeter wi ll accommoda te 0.0] to 20.1 and 4 X 10 5 to I W cw and is limit ed to a maximum pul se intens it y of 0.1 .I/cm'. The s tandard deviation of comparison meas urements using two calorimeters and a beam s plitter is 0.08 percent when the s maller energy input is not less than 0. 3 1. The estimated limit s of sys temati c eITor for one ca lorim eter are ± 1.0 percent of the laser e ne rgy mea s ured by the calorimeter.
Introduction
Calibration of a device for laser power and energy measurements is just the process by which the output of the device is translated into watts or joules based on standards maintained by the National Bureau of Standards. Evidently, methods of measurement which can compare laser outputs directly to the basic electrical standards offer considerable advantages by reducing the number of steps in the calibration process and the associated propagation of errors. These more direct methods of measurements have been the object of a program conducted at NBS [1, 2, 3, 4].1 The main thru st of the work has been to apply calor im etric methods to the measurement of laser power and energy, and, through the use of beam splitters, to provide monitored beams of known energy for calibrating other measuring devices. More recently the work has been directed toward calorimeters which are simple enough for non-experts to operate, rugged enou gh to ship between laboratories, but accurate e nou gh to provide a means of referring laser power and elltrgy to the NBS electrical standards -a reference calorim e ter. In this paper we describe principles and procedures for referring laser power and energy to . electrical sta ndards by means of a group of calorimeters, which we designate the C-series*, meeting most of the above requirements. It is contemplated that calori meters of this type will be the basis of a servi ce to calibrating laboratories to check on their overall accuracy and precision, much in the manner of the present system used with the standards of mass [5, 6] . -There have been three designs thu s far . designated C1, C2 . and C3. Th e first was a prototype. The prin cipal difference between C2 and C3 is that C3 has an in co mplet e outer shield and a conical mirror so that the calorimeter ca n accommodate laser beams of large r dialneler.
Besides reducing the number of steps in th e calibration process, calori metry has other advantages. Calorimetry can be used to measure the energy in a pulse or, by the use of a sui table timer, a wide range of average power levels. A calori meter properly designed and operated can make a valid compariso n of energies independent of the time required to put the energy into the calorime ter. It is valid to compare energy in a pulse to cw energy put in over a 5 minute period , for example, or to compare a laser pulse to an electrical input of 10 to 300 sec duration. To conform with calorimetric tradition, we shou ld probably restrict the term calorimeter to devices which can perform such time-dependent energy comparisons and relegate other so-called calorimeters to the category of thermal detectors. It is a technique that has been in use for about 100 years, so th at a great deal of information on the design and operation of calorimeters is available [7, 8, 9, 10] . Calorimeters can be shaped to approximate a total absorber, to reduce the dependence of the calibration on the wavelength of the laser radiation. They can be constructed so that the calibration factor does not depend on where the laser beam strikes the calorimeter. This geometric variation of the calibration factor is rather common -not only in thermal devices, such as bolometers, thermopiles, and conduction calorimeters, but also in devices which respond to li ght quanta, such as photoelectric tubes. A calorimeter will retain its calibration factor for a very lo ng time, unless it is damaged by a gross error, such as exceeding the maximum ratings for power density or energy. Using a beam-splitter, intercomparison and calibratio n of energy measuring calorimeters can be made independent of the laser stability, either in cw power or the energy of single or multiple pulses.
The requirements for laser power and e nergy measurements are extremely varied-wavelengths from 0.4 fLm to 30 fLm, continuous power levels from 10-6 to 10:3 W, pulse powers in gigawatts, and energies from 10-3 to 10 3 J in single or repetJtlve pulses. Calorimeters are probably adaptable to a greater range of these requirements than other methods of laser power and energy measurements, but they too must be designed for a restricted portion of the problems. The practical operating parameters for the C-series calorimeters are summarized in table l.
Although this paper describes a particular calorimeter in detail, its main purpose is to describe apparatus design and experimental techniques which any laboratory can follow to refer laser power and energy measurements to electrical standards.
The Theory of the Measurement
The C-series calorimeters, in common with the liquid cell calorimeter [3] , are of the isoperibol type; that is they operate in an environment in which the temperature does not change with time. The theory for this type of calorimeter has been worked out in detail from its basis in the First Law of Thermodynamics and a generalized boundary-value heat flow problem describing isoperibol calorimeters [11] . The application of the theory to data reduction for temperatures taken at equal time intervals has been worked out for both a least squares computer program and a manual approximation [12] . The theory is summarized in the equation (1) where W is the thermodynamic work done on the calorimeter, either by a laser beam or by a calibrating electrical current; E is the energy equivalent determined with a known work quantity; T is the temperature (or a quantity linearly related to the temperature [12] ); E is the cooling constant described below; and t is time. The work quantity W is the actual work done by the laser beam; an additional measurement is required to determine any power or energy in the beam which is scattered back out of the calorimeter. The quantity in brackets is traditionally called the corrected temperature rise tl.Tc and is determined from observations of the temperature over the time of the experiment. The quantity E(TF -T/) is very nearly the change in the internal energy of the calorimeter and the product EE times the integral is very nearly the heat exchanged between the calorimeter and the surroundings. The subscripts 1 and F refer to the initial and final rating periods, as outlined below. The initial and final temperatures must be observed during rating periods as defined by equation (2). The convergence temperature Too is the temperature observed an infinite time, in a practical sense, after a disturbance of the calorimeter.
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W = E [TF-T/+ E L (T-Too)dtJ
The other equation essential to the measurement [11, 12, 13] , is the following:
(2) When the temperature obeys this equation the calorim· eter is said to be in a rating period. The measurement requires that rating periods both precede and follow the work input to the calorimeter. Two equationsone for each rating period -can be solved for the convergence temperature Too and the cooling constant E. Obviously Too is the temperature when its rate of change dT/dt is zero. It is shown [11] that E is the smallest eigenvalue of the heat .flow problem; it can be varied by changing the thermal contact between the calorimeter and its constant-temperature environment, by removing air in the space around the calorimeter, for example.
It is important to note that equations (1) and (2) take into account the fact that the calorimeter has an opening for the laser beam and therefore must be somewhat influenced by objects in the room. Only the variation during an experiment of the radiation from the room will have an effect and this variation will appear in the random error of the calibration factor. For measurements at low light levels it may be preferable to keep objects in the room, such as supervisors, in fixed positions.
The use of equation (1) with actual data requires averaging techniques to achieve the highest accuracy and precision [12, 13] . We reduce data for the Cseries and other isoperibol calorimeters by a simple least squares computer program [12] . Alternatively it may be accomplished manually. A simple manual method sacrifices very little precision or accuracy [12] .
The least squares program in effect fits the integral of equation (2) to the data in the initial and final rating periods to obtain the best values for Tp , Tl , E, and Too in equation (1). The integration is carried out by the trapezoidal rule.
Equation (1) contains all of the quantities used in the computation of the energy equivalent E and is therefore the starting point for the analysis of errors in electrical calibration experiments.
Calorimetry compares laser energy actually absorbed to electrical energy. The energy in the beam as it strikes the calorimeter is greater than the energy absorbed because of the losses in the window on the calorimeter and the small reflectance of the calorimeter proper. If W, is the incident laser energy and Tw is the transmission of the window, then Tw WI is the energy in cident on the calorimeter proper, which absorbs a fraction 0', so that the work quantity W in eq uation (1) is just O'TwWI. As we measure it, the quantity 0' also allows for a possible small heat exchange term. When the laser beam strikes the absorbing surface, that surface will be heated above the corresponding temperature in the electrical experiment. There will be a corresponding increase in the heat loss by thermal radiation over that accounted for by isoperibol theory. We call this the excess thermal radiation and treat it along with the absorption. Writing AT,. for the corrected temperature rise, we obtain th e laser energy incident on the calorimeter window in term s of observable quantities
The determination of the energy in the laser beam depends on the determination of the four quantities on the right of equation (3). This paper will be concerned mainly with these quantities. Equation (3) contains all the quantities required to compute the energy from a laser beam and is therefore the starting point for th e analysis of errors in laser experim ents.
Systematic errors may also be due to inadequacies of the th eory of the measurement. Problems related to th e adequacy of the linear theory are discussed in references [11] and [12] .
The Calorimeter
The calorimeter and its constant-temperature surroundings are shown in a schematic vertical section in figure la. Figure Ib Laser radiation enters through the window and is abso rbed inside the calorimeter. The temperature is measured by a n a·junction thermopil e. Elec trical calibrations are carried oul by applying a voltage to the healer in the caJorimeter. dates a collimated-beam 2 cm in diameter by reflecting the outer part of it into the calorimeter. The small cone and the cylinder are blackened inside, by oxidizing the co pper in C3-1, for example, to provide a good absorber that is reasonably resistant to high energy or power in the laser beam. This cavity construction avoids most of the error caused by variation of the absorptivity over the surface of the absorber. The outer surface of the calorimeter is gold-plated for corrosion resistance and low emittance for radiant heat transfer. The closed end, where most of the radiant energy is absorbed, is fitted with a thin copper shield in the form of a cylinder soft-soldered to a copper ring around the main cylinder. A calibrating electrical heater is wound under this shield. The shield serves to make the laser and electrical sources "equivalent" for evaluating heat transfer from the calori meter. The problem with accounting for heat transfer is that the calibrating and laser sources cannot be in exactly the same geometrical locations and, therefore, will set up different temperature gradients. Although this geometrical effect can never be eliminated, it can, in principle, be made as small as desired. This principle 'is discussed in reference [11] . Application to our particular case is discussed below. The length of the cylinder represents a compromise between total absorption of radiation and the time required to make a measurement. A longer cylinder will absorb a larger fraction of the incident radiation, but the time required is increased roughly as th e square of the length.
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The calibrating heater is about lOOn of #40 manganin wire (.075 mm diameter) wound bifilarly to cancel inductive effects. The heater current leads are #36 copper (0.12 mm) about 8 cm long. Potential leads are attached midway along the current leads between the surface of the calorimeter and the inner surface of the surroundings. This construction avoids possible significant systematic errors [14, 15] in comparing electrical energy to laser energy. The heat generated in the leads is 0.2 percent of the heat generated in the calorimeter. We estimate that the potential leads are located so as to allocate this 0.2 percent to better than 1/20 of itself (8 mm of wire in 16 em of leads) for a maximum systematic error of 0.01 percent of the energy measured.
The calorimeter is suspended in the constanttemperature surroundings by an 8-junction thermopile of #36 alloy wires (0.12 mm). The thermopile output is approximately 600 /.LV /K. Pure metals were avoided for the thermopile because of their greater thermal conductivity and the consequent increase in the cooling constant.
The space between the calorimeter and its surroundings is evacuated to about 10-3 Torr (0.1 pascal) to reduce heat transfer and decrease the cooling constant. The smaller cooling constant makes the internal (stored) energy of the calorimeter about four times as large as the heat exchange term. On the basis . of a few experiments made at pressures higher than usual we believe that the precision of the measurement is improved by reducing the pressure and that smaller power and energy can be measured. This observation is in accord with the practice in very accurate (0.01 percent) isoperibol calorimetry of making the heat exchange term about 1 percent of the internal energy [13] .
The constant-temperature environment consists of a copper ring and two coaxial copper cylinders soldered to the ring. The inner cylinder is closed at the rear, but has four holes through which four junctions of the thermopile are drawn taut. The outer cylinder is closed by a rear plate with an "0" ring seal. A window, which in this case is a 1 0 wedge of borosilicate glass BK7, is mounted on the front of the constant-temperature surroundings. The wedge virtually eliminates possible problems with interference. It is mounted so that a line from the thinnest part to the thickest part is nearly horizontal. Vacuum seals for the window mount are made with "0" rings.
The constant-temperature surroundings are mounted in a heavy support ring by means of three thin-wall stainless steel tubes 0.6 cm in diameter. Aluminum covers are fastened to the support ring. Thermopile and heater leads are brought out through the support ring. This construction allows easy access to the inner parts of the calorimeter.
Temperature Control
The temperature control of the surroundings is a critical part of the measurement. The theory treats a temperature constant in time. If the temperature varies appreciably this will cause two errors: (1) The heat exchange term will be incorrectly determined, because no allowance is made for temperature variation. (2) The internal energy will be incorrectly evaluated, because of an error in temperature measurement. The internal energy is proportional to the temperature difference T F -T/. Since the thermopile with which we determined TF and T/ has its reference junctions on the surroundings, a change in the reference junction temperature between the two temperature observations will appear directly as an error in the difference.
The controlled temperature is sensed by a resistance bridge as described by Maier [16] , wound in the copper ring. The bridge consists of alternate arms of copper and manganin of about 100 0 resistance fastened to the ring with an epoxy resin which cures at 100 0 C. The bridge balances at about 33° C. The bridge supply is 2 V DC. The output is amplified by an operational amplifier having a low offset voltage and gain stabilized with a feedback resistor. The amplified signal is fed to intermediate operational amplifiers which provide proportional and integral (reset) control to an output transistor. This transistor regulates the current in a 30-0 control heater wound near the control thermometer on the outer surface of the surroundings.
The temperature is controlled to ± 0.1 mK as calculated from the gain of the operational amplifier and the bridge parameters. Our experience indicates that our temperature control is not the limiting factor in the precision of the measurement.
The temperature-controlled surroundings does not form a complete thermal enclosure for the calorimeter. Some heat is transferred by radiation through the window, although it is opaque to most roomtemperature radiation, which is a maximum at 10/.Lm. To this small extent the room is a part of the thermodynamic surroundings. In principle, the variation in room temperature would set a lower limit on the laser energy to be measured accurately in isoperibol calorimeters, but we have not yet established such a limit. Other factors are probably more important at the present time.
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Operation of the Calorimeter
The output of the thermopile, which measures the difference between the temperature of the calorimeter and that of the temperature-controlled surroundings, is amplified by a D.C. amplifier linear to 0.01 percent, having a maximum gain of 10 5 at 100 /.LV full scale. The output of the amplifier (10 V max) is read by a digital voltmeter. At selected equal intervals of a few seconds, the voltmeter reading is transferred to a data coupler and then printed by a typewriter which simultaneously punches a paper tape.
In preparing for an experiment, the D.C. amplifier is allowed to warm up while the temperature control is established. About 15 min after the temperature of the surrondings is under control the rate of change of the calorimeter temperature in equation (2) becomes small enough to make a measurement. It is not unreasonable to wait until it is zero or nearly so, but it need not be zero. We keep the rate of change in the initial rating period less than about ten percent of the rate of change in the final rating period, because we believe that the increase in internal energy can be measured more accurately than heat exchange. If the calorimeter is coolin g rapidly in th e initial rating period , th e heat exc hange term for th e experim e nt will be large .
The experiment cannot be started until equation (2) is obeyed , but IS min will us ually prov e more than adequate for thi s purpose. In any case, thi s point is chec k ed in the co mputer data analysi s .
Whe n one is satisfi ed that equation (2) hold s, a numb e r of data points are logged (20 to SO) and th e n th e electrical or laser input is mad e. W e frequently log a minimum of 20 points at 4 s inte rvals (tlO s) After th e input e nough points are tak e n to make s ure that 20 to SO points are in th e final rating pe riod when hi ghe r order exponentials have beco me negligible and equation (2) again hold s. Th e final rating period can usually be started about 40 sec after the input is stoppe d. The co mpute r program [1 2] prints de viations of individual points from th e integra l ' form of th e equation (2) to s how whet her th e rating period was starte d too soo n. If it was, th e calculation is merely re peated with a later se t of poi nt s . .
Electrical Calibrations
The electrical calibrating c ircuit diagram in figure 2 is based on principles long in use in calorimetry. Th e diagram is includ ed to facilitate di sc ussion of th e errors in th'e meas ure me nt. E lectrical calibrations are carri ed out usin g th e calorime ter heate r as a fourterminal resistor , meas uring th e D.C. c urre nt in th e heater, th e voltage across it, and th e tim e the powe r is on. The heater c urrent is de te rmin ed from th e voltage across a standard resis tor. Two diffe re nt s tandard resis tors are used to accommodate different heate r curren ts. The voltages are meas ured with di gital voltmeters. These voltm e ters and the s tandard res is tor were calibrated by th e RF Power, C urre nt, and Voltage
Section of NBS.
The power so urce for calibration is a D. C. s upply operating up to 12 volt s and 0.3 amp regulated to 0.1 perce nt. Thi s regulation is a matter of co nve ni e nce; the voltages require d for th e pow er computation are measured. Th e heater power is varied by c hanging the fixed value seri es resistor.
Th e time is read by a counter·timer with a built-in crystal-controlled oscillator. The oscillator is checked against a 100 kHz standard frequency supplied from the Time and Frequency Division of NBS. The timer is connected in parallel with the calibrating heater and is triggered by the voltage across the heater. Any leakage current in the timer is by-passed around the standard resistor to avoid a systematic e rror in th e heate r powe r.
We cons ider the e rrors in the electrical calibrati on by returnin g to equation (1 T I ME
NTERVAL COUNTER
Elec tri ca l wo rk is th e produ c t of th e voltage across th e healer. th e c urre nt , whi c h is the vo ll agc ac ross th e s ta nd ard resis tor divided by it s res is tan ce. and th e lime. An y cu rre nt in th e tim er c irc uil b Y-I}H SSeS th e standard res is tor.
VI' across th e s tandard res is tor divid ed by its resis ta nce R, and th e tim e t. Substitutin g for Wand so lvin g for £
Rf:!.Tc
The un certainty in £ = j(V", VI" t , R , b.Tcl due to s ys te matic errors in th e quantities V" , VI" t , R, a nd f:!.Tc may be ev aluated in th e following mann er. Th e systematic error 8£ in £ caused by a s ystemati c error 8V" in V" is approximately _ aj 8£-av" 8V" Howe ve r 8V" is unknown except that e vide nce has l;>ee n presented that 8V" is limited by ± dY". It follows that the error 8£ in £ due to 8V" is limited by ± lai,l dV". Similarly, limits on the errors in E due to the other four parameters may be obtain ed. If the e rror sources are un correlated it is clearly unlikely that they will affect £ in the same direction and at their extreme magnitudes. However it is conservative, and c ustomary for a small number of error sources, to add the limits directly. Expressed as a fraction , the resulting limit to the systematic error in E is given by:
A more co mplete discussion is give n by Ku [17] . The systematic error in b.Tc is take n to be zero. A systematic error in f:!.Tc would imply that either the laser or the elec tri cal experim ent affects the th e rmopile output in so me way other than by changing the temperature of the junctions. It is possible for electri cal leakage to bias the thermopile output, but c hecks for this source of error are easily made. A strip chart recorder connected to the nanovoltmeter will respond much more rapidly to electrical leakage than to the slow t~ermal effect so that leakage is easy to detect as an mstantaneo~s offset-Such an offset must be distinguished from a possible inductive effect of switching, which will appear as a spike and not an offset-W.e do ,:ot find eith er an offset or a spik e du e to an mdu ctlv e effect-The major systematic errors are in the two voltmeters. The systematic errors in the voltage measurements are estimated to be less than 0.1 percent for one voltm eter and 0.03 percent for the other. The standard resistor calibration is stated to be acc urate to 0_005 percent-No correc tion has been made for the temperature change of the standard resistor. This quantity is extremely small and, in any case, appears as part of the standard deviation in the electrical experiments_ The counter-timer is compared to . an NBS frequ ency acc urate to about one part in 10 9 • Th e trigger error was found to be less than 0_5 mi crosecond , which checks the manufacturer's specifications for the co unter. The counter has a least co unt error as used of 1 X 10-5 , but this is a random error and will b e taken into account in the standard de viation. W e restrict the heater current to a minimum time of 1 sec, so that the estimated systematic error in the time interval due to time base, tri gger error and co unting error is negligible compared to the other systematic errors.
Limits to the sys te mati c error in E are± 0.15 perce nt obtained .by summing th e es timated limits of ± 0.11 per ce nt , ± 0.03 perce nt and ± 0.005 percent esti mated for V", V,. a nd R respectively. The heater lead error di sc uss ed above has bee n included as part of the error in VII. Th e co ntributions of t and !1Tc are taken to be negligible compared to 0.15 percent-. . A chronological control chart for the electncal calIbrations of calorimeter No. C3-1 is s hown in figure 3.
The individual determination s of th e e nergy eq uivalent are plotted in the order in which th ey were made. The weicrhted averacre of all points is s hown as a heavy dashed lin e. Po~ts below 0.3 J were given 1/16 weight because of the poorer precision. The es timated standard de viation for an individual measurement is 0.22 percent and is plotted in the lighter da~hed lines.
To ascertain wh e ther the e nergy eqUIvalent changes significantly with the total energy input, the energy equivale nt of calorimeter C3-1 is plotted against energy The heavy dashed lin e represe nt s th e mea n and the light er d?s hed lines r.e prese nl ± one sta nd ard deviation. Points below 0.3 J scatter more and we re given le ss weight.
input in th e co ntrol c hart in figure 4 . Th e lack of a signifi cant tre nd with th e e nergy input is evidence for the adequacy of the lin ear th eo ry in this range. We have used th e approximation that the thermopile emf is proportional to th e te mperature. This approximation may impair th e accuracy for larger energy inputs. A few expe riments at 10 J and 20 J appear to have good precision but differ a small but signifi cant amount from th e average. Present procedures sacrifice some accuracy in thi s range. Procedures now being de~eloped for converting to a be tte r te mpe rature scale WIll probably ex te nd th e accurate range to these greater energies. . In a third control c hart in figure 5 the energy eqUIvalent is plotted against th e cooling consta~t. The cool!ng constant is an indication of the pressure In the calonmeter; a smaller coolin g constant corresponds to a lower press ure . Th e c hart reveals no dependence of ~he energy equivalent on the cooling constant for calOrImeter C3-1. We did find a variation of the energy equivale nt of about 0.2 percent in an earlier ?alorime te r C2-2. While thi s effect can be taken Into account, it is more convenient to maintain an adequately low pressure.
Arrangements for Optical Intercomparisons
A typical experimental arrangement for optical intercomparisons or calibrations is shown in figure 6. The ape rture re mo ves some Wlwa nt ed divl'rgen l radiation . Th e lens redu ces tile' bea m diameter so th at it wi ll fit co mfortably in the calo rime ter. The first s urface re fl ection is taken 10 th e calorim e ter at B. The second illlt'rnal reflection from th e bea m sp litter acti va tes a light senso r whi c h sta rt s a nd stops a co unt er-time r.
In this arrangement th e laser is an ion laser us ill g argon or krypton gas. Th e beam is fir st passed through a 9 mm aperture stop placed about 3 me ters from th e exit port of th e laser. The di s tan ce from th e laser serves to red uce any possible e ffec t o n results of radiation due to pumping power. In thi s laser th e pumping power is severa l thousand tim es th e output pow e r, so th at a very s mall frac ti on of th e pumping powe r co uld ca use large e rrors in output powe r meas ure ment. Th e pumping power radiation dive rges rapidly , so that its effect decreases rapidly with di stance from the e xit port. Divergent radiation can cause a sys te mati c error in compar ison or calibration of devices havin g appreciably different e ntran ce apertures or place d at different optical path le ngth s. Und e r th ese circ umsta nces o ne device will capture more of th e diverge nt radiation than th e oth e r. The purpose of th e 9 mm apert ure s top is to re move a s mall amount of e xtraneous laser radiation which makes an appreciable angle with th e main bea m. This ex tran eo us radiati on creates so me co nfu sio n in se ttin g up th e expe rim e ntal arrangement , but th e main proble m is that diverge nt radiation can cause sys te mati c errors in compariso n of two calorim eters having differe nt apertures. The edge of th e aperture mu s t be ke pt out of any brigh t part of th e beam to avoid diffraction effects and th e corresponding divergence of the beam. The stop is painted black on both sides as a safety measure_ The beam passes next through a lens having a 2 m focal length. Th e purpose of the lens is to reduce th e size of th e be am so that th ere is no question that all of the beam e nte rs th e calorimeters. A s horter focal le ngth le ns may make th e beam so s mall th at a dust particle or imperfection in th e optics may hav e an appreciable effect. Th e beam strikes th e le ns about 15 mm from th e ce nte r so that re fl ections are carried out of th e path of th e main beam. Th e two largest re flection s are absorbed on the bac k of the aperture sto p.
The beam s plitter is a 1° wedge of "c" c ut sapphire. W edges are use d to make it easier to sort out the various reflections and to avoid possible problems with inte rfere nce. Th e 1° angle is a com promise c hose n
a n in cid e nt a ngle of ap prox im a tel y 2.3 degrees. This s mall angle is c hose n to redu ce de pe nd e nce on th e polarizatio n of th e laser bea m. Th e first s urface re fl ection is ta ke n into calo rim e te r and th e seco nd s urface re fl ecti on is terminated as a safe ty meas ure. T he seco nd inte rn al re fl ec ti o n is ta ke n to th e sili co n detecto r whic h trigge rs th e counter-tim er for tim einterval meas ure me nts.
The alignm e nt of calorim eters of th e C3 type is sim ple. Th e beam is ce nte red on th e ope nin g in th e fron t of the calorim e te r. The calorim e ter is th e n orie nted so th a t th e two main re fl ecti o ns strike the black s upport of th e beam s plitter at th e level of th e main beam co min g thro ugh. Thi s arrangement ass ures that th e angle of in cid e nce on th e window is th e sa me as that used in dete rminig th e tra nsm iss ion of th e window. These re fl ec ted beams ar e a t equal a ngles to th e main bea m, so th at th e e ffects of polarization can again be neglected , a nd both th e main bea m and th e seco nd internal re fl ec tion are prac ti cally ce ntered on th e absorbin g cyli nder in th e calorim e te r.
It is impo rtant to di s tin guis h be twee n th e first s urface re fl ection a nd th e fir s t inte rn al re fl ectio n. Th e di s tin c tion is not appare nt to the eye, so we use th e sc he me s how n in th e diagr a m in fi gure 7. Wh e n th e two re fl ec tion s s traddle the m ai n beam, th e seco nd inte rnal re fl ec tion will be on th e sa me sid e of the main bea m as th e first inte rnal re fl ec ti on.
. Window Transmission Measurements
The a rrange me nt for meas uring th e tra ns miss io n of th e window for C3 calorimeters is simila r to th a t in figure 6. T he calori mete r at A is moved to 1.1 m fro m th e beam s plitter and th e win dow to be c hec ke d is place d midway be tw ee n t he m. The window , a 1° wedge , is orie nted so that th e two brightes t re fl ec ted beams make equal a ngles with th e in cide nt bea m , as desc ribed in th e precedi ng section. Th e second inte rnal reflection does not e nter th e calorim e ter , as it will when FI GU RE 7.
Beam splitter illustrating method of distin.guish ing the /rOllt sUlface reflectioll and th e fi rst internal reflection.
Th e spl itt er is o ri e nt e d so th a t the two refl ec ti ons mak e equal angles with th e in cident bealH. The fir st a nd seco nd int e rnal re fl ec ti ons a re th en on th e sa me side of the incid e nt bea m.
it is mounte d on the calorimeter, so that th e meas ure d transmi ssion must be increased by a fe w tenths of a percent , depending on the material of the window. Since the transmission of the window is mea sured before it is placed on th e calorimeter, a procedure has bee n de velope d whi ch gives th e meas ured transmission inde pe ndent of the tran s mi ssion of whatever te mporary windows are on the calorimete rs at the tim e.
The procedure starts with a dete rmination of th e ratio R of th e e ne rgy WI in the beam transmitted by the be am splitte r to th e e nergy W,. in th e beam reflected from th e be am splitter. Using subsc ripts A and B to refe r to th e calorimete rs in those positions, we write from equation 3
R = W, = EII I1TII THCXH W,. TA CXA EIJ 11TH (4)
In se rtion of a window in th e tran s mitte d bea m will reduce th e energy transmitted to th e calorim e ter at A. Using primes to allow for a poss ible c han ge in th e lase r output, we observe the followin g ratio
As we would predi c t, th e ratio W'rI W',. is obse rv ed to be ind ep e nde nt of th e laser pow e r level, so that W'dW',. = WdW,.. Substitution for thi s ratio in eq (5) from eq (4) gives th e equation
TWEII I1TII T/J CXH EA I1T'A TO CXIJ TA CXII EIJ I1T/3
Til CXA Eo 11T'/3
The tran s mi ss ion and abso rption quantiti es [or th e two calorim e ters appear on both sides of th e e quation and can be canceled. The e nergy equivale nts EA and E/3 are constants, independent of the e nergy or I1Tc over th e operating range. Cancelling thes e and rearrangin g, we obtain th e equation for th e tran s mi ss ion of th e window.
Afte r th e tran s mission IS meas ured , th e window is placed on the calorimeter. Th e tran smi ssion actually us ed is th e meas ured transmi ssion increased by a few tenths of a percent because the second internal reflection, which is discarded in th e transmi ssion meas urement , e nters the calorimeter wh e n the window is mounted on th e calorimeter.
Transmission measurements for calorim eter C3 -1
at 676 nm are shown in Table 2 . From th ese data we calc ulate the transmission of the window to be T = 0.911 5, including a correction of .0016 for the second inte rnal reflection. The standard deviation of T based on th ese measure ments is 0.032 percent. A systematic error in the transmissio n might ari se (1) from gradual changes in the window betw een tran smission measurements or (2) from nonuniform scatter- in g or transmission by th e glass. The first of th ese might come fro m slow formation of a coatin g of some kind. This kind of error can be avoided by repeating the tran s mission meas ure me nts at reasonable intervals. Measurements of the trans mi ssion of th e window of calorim eter C3-1 made three month s apart agree to 0.07 percent, although th e first set of measuremen ts was made with th e calorim e ter operati ng in air. In this case, th e transmission of 0.9122 is th e ratio of the e nergy meas ured with th e window in its actual operatin g pos ition to the e ne rgy measured with th e window re moved -no correction is necessary for the seco nd internal re fl ecti on. The individual meas ure ments are less prec ise without the window ; the standard deviation is 0.11 perce nt. Th e 0.07 perce nt diffe re nce in th e two valu es of the tr.ansmission is not s ignifi cant at the 95 percent confide nce level. Meas uremen ts o n anot he r window of th e same type gave the valu e of 0.91 22 for th e tran sm iss ion; thi s value is th e average of nine meas ure me nts and its standard deviation is 0.025 percent.
On th e basis of the precedin g inform ation, we es timate th at th e sys te mati c e rror in WI due to e rror in measuring T will not exceed ± 0.12 percent of T , or 3 tim es th e standard de viation plus an error of .0002 in th e inte nsity of the seco nd internal reflection.
Absorption by the Calorimeter; Excess Thermo I Radiation
It is evide nt from equation (3) that th e fraction cx of th e incident radiation absorbed b y the calorim e ter mu st be known accurately and that th e error in th e frac tion absorbed enters directly into the over-all accuracy of th e measurement. It is also possible that there is an excess of thermal radiation from C3-1 in the laser experiment. The absorbing surface will have to run slightly hotter relative to the thermopile than in the electrical experiment because the heat flow s from thi s surface to the metal parts of the calorimeter. Both th e scattered radiation and this excess th ermal radiation are take n into account in our determination of the quantity cx, which for brevity's sake we term the fraction absorbed.
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The frac tion absorbed by th e calorim e ter is measured with th e experime ntal arrangement s hown in figure 8 . A small calorim eter R1, construc ted on its own window mount is placed in the evacu ate d calorime ter space in suc h a way that it intercepts practically all of th e radiation, including thermal radiation, escaping from th e interior of the calorimeter C3-1. A s mall la sc r beam passe s through th e apt'rIUTC and throu gh a s lightly larger ope nin g in th e ca lorim eter B I inlo the ca lorirn(' l cr C3-1. where nwsl of the rad iati on is absorbed and me as ured. Th e small amount of radiati(J 1l not ab sorbed by calurim e ter C3-1 is abo sorbe d a nd meas ure d by c alorim eter R I and the fra c tion a absorbed by C3-1 is ca lculat e d from th e two measurem ent s.
Calorimeter Rl consists of an aluminum dish 2 c m in diameter a nd abo ut 30 /-tm thi c k weighing 0.2 g with a 2. 0 mm hole in the ce nter. The di sh is painted black on the s urface facin g calorim e ter C3 -1 and is mounted on three nickel-chromium alloy wires. Th e t.emperature is measured by a four-junction th ermopil e relative to the metal window mount , which is fastened to th e te mpe ra ture-controlled cop per rin g (fig_ la). Calorim eter Rl is calibrated in a se parate e vac uated e nclos ure us in g a monitored 676 nm lase r beam as in fi gure 6. The mean e ne rgy equival e nt from 3 experiments is 4.35 X 10-4 J/ /-t V a nd th e s ta nd a rd dev iati on of the mean is 0_6 percent. The coolin g consta nt for Rl as a separate e ntity is 0_02 S -I.
Two types of experim e nts are carried out. In a laser experi ment , a s mall beam en ters calori me ter C3-1 through a 1.5 mm aperture a nd th e 2 mm ope nin g in calorim e ter Rl. The beam is foc used at the aperture. In an electrical calibration , calorime ter C3-1 is heated in the usual way in order to obse rve th e te mpe rature chan ge in Rl in response to th e rm al radi ation from C3 -1.
The major additional proble m with two calorim e te rs in the same enclos ure as in figure 8 is that they radiate energy to one another. In the present case, the rmal radiation to Rl from C3-1 is far greater than the scatte red laser radiation striking Rl directly and the problem is to extract the desired information from the data taken in the two experiments described above_ Since the scattered radiation is a small fraction 1-0' of the incide nt laser radiation , thi s frac tion can be in error by a large percent of itself without impairing the determination of 0' and hen ce the over-all accuracy of the calorim etric meas urement of laser ene rgy. W e take advantage of this by usin g a simplified heat flow problem as the theoreti cal basis for th e ex perime nt
In the case of an electrical calibration at constant power, the te mperature of calorim e ter Rl will rise due to the rmal radiation from calorim ete r C3 -L For a laser input , laser radiation will be scattered bac k from C3-1 a nd absorbed by Rl along with the excess thermal radiation. The te mperature of Rl will rise faster than it would due to th e th er mal radiation alone. Typic al data for the two experiments normalized 21 to th e power level of C3-1, a re plotted in fi gure 9. Both electri cal a nd laser in puts we re of 30 second s duration start.in g at zero t.im e .
To find th e fraction 1-0' of th e in cid e nt radiati on received by Rl we treat th e two calorim e ters in a co nsta nt-te mpe rature e nclos ure as a lin ear sys te m , as in reference rll], and make use of the ideas of s uperpos ition a nd convolution. A constant electric power input t.o C3 -1 will produce a typical timetemperature res ponse in Rl because the calorimeters are th e rmally co upl ed by radiative heat transfer. A con stant power Rl would produce a different res pon se; the te mpe rature would rise more rapidly for s uc h a dire ct input. The time-temperature respon se of Rl to a lase r input to C3 -1 will be a s uperpos ition of these two respon ses : mos t of th e laser beam is absorbed by C3 -1, and Rl responds to th e acco mpanyin g th ermal radiation , but a small fraction of th e beam will be scattered a nd a bsorbed on Rl , givin g a quic ke r response. Th e excess thermal radiation will produce a similar effect. Th e absorbing surface is a thin laye r of co pper oxide whi c h will qui c kly reac h a te mpe rature excess proportional to the cons ta nt laser powe r, so that thi s component of the radiation to Rl would lag very little behind the input to C3 -1. Th e observation s th e refore can account for th e co mbin ed scatte rin g of th e laser beam and th e excess th ermal radiation. Knowin g the tim e-te mpe rature res pon se of Rl to the th e rmal radiati on from C3 -1 in th e electrical ex pe rim e nt , we In an e lec trical expe rim e nt "0" th e te mperature of RI rises due 10 th e rmal rad ia tio n from C3-1; in a lase r experime nt " 0 " a s m«11 fr action of th e incident radiation is scat · tered 10 calorim ete r R I so thai it s tempe rature ri ses faster th a n in the electrical e xperim e nt.
can subtract it from the time-temperature c urve for th e las e r input and the re mainder will be the reo sponse to the combined laser and excess thermal radiation not present in the calibration ex perim en t. The ana lysis of the res ultin g data is based on a simplified heat flow proble m di sc ussed by West and Churney [18] and by Churney, Armstrong and West [19] . Familiarity with their argume nts will mak e the following discussion easie r to follow. We begin by setting up an equatim for the conservation of energy in calorimeter RL The rate of in crease in internal e ne rgy of Rl is the product of its heat capacity C and the rate of chan ge of te mperature dT/dt. When there is no dire ct laser input to Rl thi s inc rease in internal energy is equal to the rate of heat transferred to RL This heat transfer is the produ ct of a heat tran sfer coefficient hs and the tempera ture differe nce T, -T be tween th e constant-temperature s urroundings a nd Rl plus th e produc t of another heat tran sfe r coe ffi cient he a nd th e tem pe rature differe nce Te -T be tween C3-1 and R1. In equation form
(8)
When dT/dt = O, the sys te m is in a stead y state, whi c h is characterized by th e s ubscript 00. For thi s stead y state
= h s (T, -T,,)
+ h e (Tex -T ex ) . (9) For calorim etry we are not interes ted in thi s steady state, so long as it is steady. Subtraction of th e steadystate equation gives
The "temperatures" in equation (10) represent only that part of the te mperature due to the laser input to Rl; that part of the temperature due to the thermal part of the radiation has be e n subtracted from the composite obs erved temperatures before equation (10) is appli ed. The temperature C3-1, whic h has s ix tim es the heat capacity of Rl , will not rise much due to radiation from R1. Th e last term in equation (10) will therefore not contribute much to the te mperature ri se of Rl because Tc -Tex is s mall, so we n eglect this te rm. With this approximation and putting b = (hs + hc)/C, we integrate equation (10) 
T -T,,= Ae -1J1
(11)
where A = To-Too at tim e t = O.
We now introduce th e scattered laser power into the problem. Let A represent the temperature due to an input to Rl of 1 J at time t = 0; the n A = 1/e. For an input of pdT joules at time T, equation (11) becomes (12) We can find the temperature due to a constant power input p starting at time t = 0 by integrating equati on (12) over all elapsed time T = 0 to T = t:
Th e te mpe rature will hav e a maximum or n ew steady state value from which we obtain the scattered laser power p relati ve to the total power P to C3 -1 !!. = be (T max -T ,J Ll .
P (P t:J.t) I
The constant C is obtained by calibration as described above. The cooling cons tant b is obtained from a se mi-
In th e actual case these temperatures were divided by the electrical or laser pow er to C3 -1, so that we obtain the fraction of the in cide nt li ght scattered to Rl. The results of four sets of paired electrical and laser experiments gave for the fraction scatte red to Rl 0.11 percent, 0.17 percent, 0.1 3 percent, 0.12 pe rcent (chronological order). The average is 0.13 percen t. The radiation lost through the hole in Rl is neglected. The 2 mm hole is 4 perce nt of th e total area. The painted surface of Rl absorbs about 97.6 percent of the incident radiation, and contributes a negligible error (2.4 percent of 0.13 percent). Th e standard deviation of the mean of these m eas uremen ts is 0.02 percent.
It is possible that th e absorption varies with the positi on in th e calorimeter. To investigate this possibility we mad e 7 meas ure me nts of the beam ratio with a beam 3 mm in d iam eter and 8 measurements with a beam s li ghtl y over 4 mm in diameter. The latter illuminates about twice as large an area. The mean of the first set was 11.527 and of the second set lL528 with a pooled standard deviation of 0.0092. The difference is not signifi cant, but, of course, the experiments are not s ufficient to eliminate the possibility.
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W e estimate limits to the systematic error of ± 0. 2 percent in the fraction absorbed a to allow for (1) a possible error in time, which affects the positioning of th e two c urves in figure 9 , (2) three times the standard deviation of th e mean, and (3) possible variations in the fraction absorbed with the location of the beam in the absorbing cavity. This estimated systematic error must be increased if part of the radiation strikes the gold-plated conical surface.
The gold-plated conical surface will reflect most of the incident radiation into the absorbing cavity, but some will be scattered back out of the calorimeter. We compare the response of the calorimeter to radiation in cident on the conical surface and directly into the cavity, but this m easurement is not simply a com· parison of the fractions absorbed. A basic idea of calorimetric theory is that the method of accounting for heat exchange introduces an error in the comparison of laser beams absorbed at different locations in the calorimeter-the geometric effect discussed in the next section. Also, when the calorimeter is moved so that the beam strikes in a different place, the beam comes through a different part of the window, so there may be a small effect due to imperfections in the window. Radiation striking th e gold· plated cone will therefore produce a different effect because of varia· tion in absorption , the geometric effect and the window. Measurements made with a 676 nm cw laser beam 4 mm in diameter are shown in table 3. The beam ratio is the ratio of the energy measured by C3-1 to the energy measured by the monitor. The largest variation is 0.8 percent less than the ratio measured at the center of the calorimeter opening. The only change made in these experiments is movement of C3-1.
The conical area is not ordinarily used for intercomparisons with other devices, so this systematic error ordinarily does not affect results of intercomparisons, although some allowance must still be made for possible geometric effects. When a large beam is used, a systematic error must be estimated based on the beam size and the above measurements.
The Geometric Effect
The theory of calorimetry predicts a systematic error in the comparison of two heat sources due to the fact that the errors in accounting for heat exchange with the environment do not exactly cancel when the sources develop heat in different parts of the calorimeter. This systematic error tends to decrease as the two sources are made more remote from the surface of the calorimeter and the he at exchange is made small. Tests can be performed with known sources in different locations such as a known beam striking the calorimeter in different places or using electrical heaters in two different locations. The latter technique is more precise because it eliminates some of the uncertainties associated with small beams, such as a change in scatterin g by the window. Larger beams are unsatisfactory because th ey allow too little variation in position a nd they tend to average out the geometric effect. We have performed the experiments described in the preceding section to test for the geometric effect in C3-1. These tes ts, described in the preceding section , do not separate the geometric effect from the effects of light scattering by the gold-plated surface and by the window. The experiment was carried out with a 4 mm beam striking the gold-plated surface. In practice, the beam is directed at the absorbing cavity and only that part of a beam outside a 1 cm diameter would strike the gold-plated surface. The largest variation in Table 3 (0.8 percent) therefore represents an unrealistically high estimate of the limits of systematic error due to the geometric effect. 
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We have c hecked the geom etric effect in an earlier version of the calorimeter C2-2 using two electrical heaters. The heaters are located at each end of the absorbing cylinde r so that they greatly exaggerate the geometrical effec t sin ce a laser be am would mainly be absorbed at th e closed e nd. Th e averages of six experiments with eac h heate r are 3.614 and 3.606. The s tand ard d evia tion of the mean is 0.0061 , so that the two agree within twi ce . the standard d eviation. The difference be tween th e average values is 0.22 percent. On the basis of th e geo metri c effect in Calorimeter C2-2 a nd th e data in Ta ble 3, whi ch may possibly be due to the geometri c effect , we es timate limits to th e systematic error of ± 0.5 percent of the e nergy measured. Note that we would have to m ake so me allowance for a systematic error in any case because th e tests that can be made are only indi cative of the magnitud e of the error; they do not prove tha t there is no possible way that a greater sys te ma tic error co uld not be in c urred.
Precision and Accuracy of a Laser Energy Measurement
In a nalyzi ng th e over-all precision a nd accuracy of the measurement we first examine some errors not yet considered.
Polarization. The a ngle of incidence of th e laser beam on th e calori me ter window is 0.75°. W e calc ulate a maximum error of 4 X 10-5 in the tran smission due to a c hange from vertically polarized to horizontall y polarized light.
Th e rmal radiation from the window. So me of the incident radiation will be a bsorbed by the wind ow, raisi ng its temperature and inc reasing the therm al radiation to the calorime ter over tha t prese nt durin g electrical calibrati ons. This radiation will not reac h th e calorimeter C3 -1 in th e absorption meas urem e nts because of calorim eter Rl , fi gure 8 , so it mu s t be treated separately. We calculate that a 20 J laser input will raise the glass temperature 4 mK , assuming no heat loss from th e glass. Th e res ulting the rmal radiation to the calorim ete r will be less than 0.01 pe rcent of the input.
Errors from data logging equipment. Th e gain stability and linearity of the data acquisition equipm ent does not contribute a systematic e rror. Short term instability will appear in the random e rror. If the re is a long term drift it will s how up on the chronological co ntrol c ha rt for the e nergy equivale nt, fi gure 3. No nlinearity will limit the useful range of the calorimeter and will show up in th e co ntrol c hart of e ne rgy equivalent plotted agains t total e nergy input.
It is prudent here, as with the digital voltmeters, to utili ze most of th e scale of the in strume nts. In this way least count and percent-of.scale error s are minimized. Measurements and calibrations for a give n e ne rgy s hould be m ad e on the same scale .
Precision and accuracy of a m eas ure ment of a laser energy input. The error in meas urin g a laser input is estimated by reference to eq uation (3). Following the recommendations of Eise nhart [20] , we present the systematic and random errors separately. The limits of systematic error estimated above for the various factors are: dE/E = ± 0.2 1 percent; dcx/cx =±0. 2 percent; dT / T = ± 0.12 percent; thermal radiation from the window ± 0.01 percent; and the geometric variation = ± 0.5 percent so the limits on the total ~ys t e mati c error are estimated to be the sum of these or ± 1.0 percent of the measured energy. As more data become available, better, and probably smaller, limits can b e placed on the systematic errors.
The random error associated with the meas ure ment of a laser energy WI input to the calorimeter is a useful quantity because it is one of the c rite ria for judging its merits relative to other devices and its applicability to a particular problem. This random error is due e ntirely to the random e rror in determining t::.Tc sin ce th e other factors on the right-hand side of equation (3) are constants:
If we assum e th at the standard deviations of t::.T.~ and t::.T/i are dependent on the inp ut energy and expressible as a constant fraction, that is, if then sA l t::.TA = 0.000Sj"v2 or 0.057 percent. Assuming that S.I = Su and that they are independent of the energy input , and using t::.TA = 17 t::..T/i from the data, we estimate the standard deviation for the measurement of a las er input to be 0.02 percent at 0.1 J and 0.002 perce nt at 1 1. Until be tter electrical calibration data are available, we will use the more conservative estimate of 0.06 perce nt for the random e rror associated with a laser e nergy input to calorim e ter C3-1.
One anticipated use for th e C seri es calorime ters is in tes tin g or calibration of othe r devi ces. For this (3) purpose we c urre ntly use the experim e ntal arrangeTo estimate the random error from re peated meas urements on a particular laser we would have to de pe nd on the stability of the laser, a depend e nce we are not willing to ass ume. In general, the random error is best estimated from electrical calibration data because the contribution from the electrical meas ure ments can be negligible. In our particular case, experimental e viden ce indicates that the old digital voltm e te rs a re not s uffici e ntly stable. The standard deviation of an electrical calibration is 0.22 perce nt of the meas ured energy based on IS determinations. The standard deviation as a percent of the measured energy in creases as the measured energy decreases below about 0.3 J for both elec trical and laser inputs , so we will co nfine our considerations to energies greater than 0.3 J. The pooled standard deviation based on three sets of beam ratio experiments (19 experiments, 16 degrees of freedom) is O.OS percent. The standard deviation of a measurement with either calorimeter by itself mu st, of course, be less than O.OS pe rcent, but in any case this O.OS percent is so much smaller than the 0.22 percent for electrical calibrations that we conclude that the electrical measurements themselves are making a major contribution to the random error.
For lack of a better basis , we estimate the random error associated with a laser energy input from the beam ratio measurements , making a few simplifying assumptions. Since the absorption of the cavity and the window transmission were measured only for C3-1, we first assume that these quantities are the same for both calorimeters. These quantities then cancel in equation (4) and we have for the beam ratio From propagation of error formulas we know that the standard deviation Sf{ of determinations of R can be expressed in terms of the standard deviations SA and Su of the corrected temperature rises t::.TA and t::.T13: me nt in figure 6. One calorimete r is used as a monitor (at eith e r positi on) and th e device to be tes ted is s ubs tituted at the oth er position. Th e beam ratio R is giv e n by equatio n (4). and we obtain for the calibration experiment
The systematic error in th e monitoring calorime ter at A cancels in this equation but the random error from our measuring system is inc reased because there are now two contributions from the monitor in t::.TA and t::.TA. The random error in the scale reading S will make an additional contribution to the error in th e calibration factor F . The point is that the precision and acc uracy of any measurem ent made with the C3 calorimeters will depe nd on what additional parameters are introduced. Eac h measurement must be examined from this point of view and planned so as to eliminate additional errors if possible.
Intercomparison of Calorimeters
The C series calorimeters are being proposed as devices for measuring laser energy relative to electrical standards, so it is important to compare C3-1 to some of the liquid cell calorimete rs whic h have been the main basis of NBS laser power and energy measurements [1,3]_ For this comparison we selected two liquid cell calorimeters havin g laboratory designations AF2 and AF6_ The ratios of the energy measured in a designated calorimeter to the energy measured by the monitor calorimeter are given in Table 4_ These ratios differ from others giv en in this paper because an extra lens was inserted so as to give a beam 1.1 cm in diam e ter on the liquid celIs-To avoid a possible bias from interference effects, the liquid cell calorim e ters were repositioned for each experiment-The means of measurements of AF2 and AF6 differ from the mean of the measurements for C3-1 by -2.1 percent and -1.8 percent respectively. Considering the claim of 2 pe rcent for the "estimated calibration uncertainty" of a typical liquid cell calori meter and the random and systematic errors considered earlier in this paper, the differences of about 2 perce nt seem somewhat too large. W e th erefore investigated two possible sources of systematic e rror in the liquid cell calorimeters: (1) the po ss ibility that th e small amount of energy reflected from the glass-solution interface might re s ult in an appreciable syste matic error and (2) the possibility that the geo metri c effect had been underestimated.
In the first series of expe rim e nts we used a 676 nm beam 4 mm in diam e ter and let it s trik e th e liquid cell in the center and at di stan ces of 4 and 5 mm from th e center in all direction s. The res ults are given in Table 5 in chronological order. Th e calori me te r was re-align ed after each measure me nt. Th e meas ure me nts have a standard deviation of 1 pe rce nt, appreciably larger than normal, but the mean diffe rs from th e value in Table 2 obtained with C3-] by th e sa me -2.1 pe rce nt-W e co nclud e from these ex perime nts that th e re may be a measurable int erferen ce effect if th e liquid cell calorim e ter is used with small beams , but that there is no appreci-T AB LE 4. able geome tri c effec t associated with th e di stribution of e ne rgy anywhere on th e ex po sed s urface of the window . Th ere is another pos sibl e sys te mati c error due to th e geometric effect in an axial direction , which co mes about because-heat generated by th e elec tri cal heater is closer to the silver hous in g than heat generated by a laser beam. In an electri cal calibration th e th er moco uple locate d on th e silv e r hou s in g res ponds very qui c kly [1] but th e glass s urface will run cold er during the heat input because heat mu s t reach the glass throu gh poo r th ermal co ndu ctors. In a lase r ex pe rim e nt , th e beam is mos LIy absorbed in th e first millim e ter ofliquid behind th e glass and th e heat ge nerated mu st flow to both th e glass and th e hou si ng through poor the rmal conductors. The ne t effect is that th e integral IT dt , which accounts for th e heat exc hange, is overestimated in an electrical ex perime nt relative to a lase r experiment and the resulting energy equivale nt calculated from equation (1) is too small.
Intercomparison of calorimeters
To get some estimate of the magnitud e of this effect, we have taken a liquid cell calorimeter o[ an earlier design with an extra thermocouple mounted on th e cen te r of the front glass surface. An electrical calibration was carried out and the tim e -te mperature data were take n with both thermocouples. Th e corrected rise was calculated [or each of th e m by eq uation (1). The res ults differed by 3.6 pe rce nt. Since th e the rmocouple on th e housing overestimates the heat exc hange and the th e rmocouple on the glass und e restimates it , the true value li es in be tw ee n. Qualitatively , this is in th e direction required to reco nc ile the differe nces be twee n the liquid cell calorime te rs and C3-1.
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